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I have often said that the Iron Pentacle is a tool ofrevolution and the Pearl

Pentacle is a tool ofevolution.

These tools, brought through by Victor Anderson, have helped many

people over the years, including myself. Doing the work of the Iron and

Pearl Pentacles changedmy life, lendingme greater balance, resilience, self-

knowledge, andadeeper understanding ofall the relationships aroundme.

You see, everything in this world, and in this cosmos, are in relationship.

Our patterns ofavoidance and habits ofpain can keep us from recognizing

these relationships. As long as we see ourselves as isolated beings, the world

can feel broken, distant, confusing, and cold. Bringing ourselves closer to

wholeness enables all ofour relationships to flourish.

One day, we awaken and realize that we are connected to each cell in our

bodies, each leafon every tree, and the most distant star our eyes can find in

the night sky. And we are connected to every human, too. And together, we

can build a world based on mutuality instead ofa culture intent on tearing

us all apart.
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Doing the work of Iron and Pearl helps us liberate ourselves, so we can

better work to help others toward liberation as well. Andwhere freedom ex-

ists, so do love and justice.

I feel grateful for the work ofIron and Pearl. My whole life is profoundly

different, having encountered them. To reclaim Sex, Pride, Self, Power, and

Passion is to claim our humanity. To invoke Love, Law, Knowledge, Liberty,

andWisdom is to reach ahandout to everyother human alive.

It was mypleasure and honor to have been one ofthose who passed these

powerful tools along to Anthony Rella, who, like any good magician, has

made them his own. He has chased their resonances through his psyche

andhis physical body, andbeen changed.

Drawing on his years ofmagical practice and spiritual study, Tony blends

his own devotional practice with his training in psychotherapy. The result is

a deep understanding, coupledwith a dash ofpoetry. He calls on us to open

to states ofwonder. To plumb our depths. To be strengthenedand renewed.

These tools can change you, too, ifyou let them.

I hope you do. We have a chance become healthier in spirit, body, and

mind.

It is my firm beliefthat the more people work toward their own healing

andwholeness, the better offall ofour communities will be.

Tony is weaving a powerful spell in this book. I hope you take it up, take it

in, and over time, I hope you make this spell your own. It is a spell of

strength, ecstasy, andfreedom.

The worldneeds this.

The worldneeds you.

Anthony Rella
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Atum rose from the vastwaters ofNun upon the benben mound, the firstprinciple of

being to emerge from chaotic ground. Aching with desire, Atum made love to himself

until stars ofejaculate shot from his phallus, touching the waters ofNun and forming

the first worlds. From his orgasmic cry and the spit ofhis mouth came the winds of

Shu and the moisture ofTefnut, whose lovemaking birthed the starry expanse ofNut

and the fertile, recumbent ground ofGeb, whose lovemaking birthed the gods. Thus

the children ofthe gods were gifted the force ofcreation, the spark oflife which is sex

and desire.
ABrief Overviewof the Pentacles

The Iron Pentacle is a tool that creates authority within one’s self. The

Iron Pentacle is a process of individuation, bringing one’s disparate ener-

gies into wholeness, claiming one’s life force and bringing it into service of

the personal and transpersonal will. The points ofthe Pentacle are named

Sex, Self, Passion, Pride, andPower.

The Iron and Pearl Pentacles come through the work ofpoet and mystic

Victor Anderson, who with Cora Anderson transmitted teachings and prac-

tices to a number ofinitiates. Their initiates continued to teach and develop

the practice ofworking with the Pentacles within their lineages. These tools

SEX,
PRIDE,
SELF,

POWER,
PASSION,

SEX...
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have also become embedded in traditions and covens influenced by, or

evolvedfrom, the Anderson Feri Tradition.1

The energy ofthe Iron Pentacle runs internally and clockwise. The inner

star’s energy runs from Sex to Pride to Selfto Power to Passion to Sex, while

the clockwise energy runs from Sex to Selfto Passion to Pride to Power.2 In

the body, the Sex point is in the head, Pride in the right foot, Selfin the left

hand, Power in the right hand, and Passion in the left foot.3 Those of us

without some ofthese appendages may experiment with sensing ifour eth-

eric bodies extend to those limbs, or simply run the energy to the furthest

extremityavailable.

Each point connects to the other point in some way, whether through the

inner star or the clockwise circle, and a change in one point affects the rest.

While it is a very clean, simple form, working with the Iron Pentacle contin-

ues to deepen and become more powerful over time. In early phases of

working with it, we claim the energies and work through blockages within

the points. As we continue to work, we might begin to look at the lines

between the points. A problem with Sex, for instance, might be rectified

throughworking on one’s Passion or Pride.

The Iron Pentacle is an energetic tool. To workwith it solely in an intellec-

tual or theoretical way, without practice, limits our capacity to truly under-

stand its potential. We must feel its energy in our body and walk with it in

the world to gain the felt sense ofwhen these energies run well and when

they are corroded and blocked. Working with it as a tool ofmanifestation
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1. The Anderson Feri Tradition originate with Victor and Cora Anderson, witches who transmitted
and taught their tradition to a number ofinitiates. These initiates have in turn taught and initi-
ated others into the Anderson lineage, or included aspects ofthe tradition into differentiated tra-
ditions or communities, such as ReclaimingWitchcraft or Morningstar Mystery School. A fuller
account ofthe historyofthe Iron Pentacle is available inMagic ofthe Iron Pentacle by JaneMeredith
andGede Parma.

2. In the southern hemisphere, some run the outer circle in the counter-clockwise movement, fol-
lowing the difference in the movement ofthe sun across the horizon in the northern and south-
ern hemispheres.

3. This is how I learned the Pentacle, as though it is in my body facing front. Some run it with the
Pentacle facingback, with Selfin the right handandPride in the left foot, etc.



Anthony Rella

and embodiment fosters surprising changes in one’s life and way ofbeing

in the world.4

When Iron energy runs clean, strong, and bright, the Pearl Pentacle

forms. Discord and irritation spurred by Iron becomes translucent bril-

liance, vibrating to a higher resonance: the energies named Love, Law,

Knowledge, Liberty, andWisdom.5 Without Iron energy, these energies be-

come stale, oppressive, and brittle. Emptyword and gesture, easily said and

poorly done. Iron infuses Pearl with the vibrancy and resilience oflived ex-

perience.
MWhen we access the fullness of Sex, we fall deeply in Love with the
world.

MWhen we stand in healthy Pride, our wants and needs lead us to the
deeper patterns ofLaw.

MWhen we root ourselves in authentic Self, an unshakeable and certain
Knowledge emerges.

MWhen we grow strong in our Power, we discover the Liberty of self-
authority and responsibility.

MWhen we open ourselves to the depths ofPassion, we learn a resilient
and cunningWisdom.

As the Iron Pentacle reshapes the Self, the Pearl Pentacle reshapes the

Self-in-Relationship, affecting our friendships, partnerships, communities,

and cultures. It is akin to the Christian notion ofgrace, not a thing we “do”

so much as what arises as a result ofour work in Iron. When first trying to

play a singing bowl, the sound is inconsistent andwarbly. With practice, we

begin to establish the tone. Eventually our hands find the groove with ease

anda clear, beautiful note fills the room, cleanses the space, calms the soul.
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4. Finding a teacher who can energetically support you in working the Pentacles is well advised. Re-
searching your nearest Reclaiming community is one path to finding a teacher, as frequently
these communities offer classes on Iron andPearl. Ifyouwant to request teaching from a Feri or
Faery initiate, approachwith respect.

5. Some Feri lines that work with Pearl use “Power” for the point named “Liberty” here, making the
Iron to Pearl vibration ofPower to Power.



Tools forSelf-Transformation

The Pentacles are magical tools that disrupt rigid and stale patterns in

our lives, free up psychic energy, and redirect that energy toward our deep-

er values and needs. This book will explore the tools primarily in their capa-

city to transform and refine the Self. There are many laudable concerns and

critiques about Self-focused magical workings, fearing that it will lead to

self-involvement, disregard of the gods and spirits, and disdain for the

needs ofothers. This is a particular danger when our work becomes too fo-

cusedon cultivating the ego andnot bringing the ego into service.

In this work, the Pentacles are a nexus between psychology and spiritual-

ity. These two disciplines are better served when regarded as separate ap-

proaches to the human condition, with unique insights and interventions

that point toward ways we can fulfill our potential. That said, the roots of

“psychology” might be translated as “study of the soul.” The psyche is the

retina through which we experience and interpret the world. We can cer-

tainly have spiritual practice without a practice of studying our souls, but

theywork quite well in concert.

Michael Sebastian Lux offers an important distinction between psycho-

logy and the “sloppy thinking” he calls “psychologization,” which is to assert

“that everything can be reduced to projections ofconsciousness.”6 To illus-

trate this distinction, consider the following: A child grows up with care-

givers, perhaps a particularly difficult caregiver that they called “Dad.” The

child internalizes an image of“Dad” that becomes powerfully charged and

fixed in the psyche. This image was formed from how “Dad” behaved, what

unconscious forces were acting through him, what the child understood

about the behavior at the time, and whatever life incidents occurred that

generated the emotional content and self-beliefs. How the child learns to

express or not express feelings, what the child needs to feel safe, how the

child relates to their needs—all ofthese are informed by these inner images.

Theybecome parts ofthe child’s developing Self.
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6. Michael Sebastian Lux, “Is ‘public occultism’ dying? Kicking aDeadHorse withMr. Farrell,”Digit-

al Enchiridon, 19 October 2015, https://michaelseblux.wordpress.com/2015/10/19/is-public-
occultism-dying-kicking-a-dead-horse-with-mr-farrell/.
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As both child and parent grow, both change. Maybe the parent was irrit-

able and punitive but begins to mellow out as an adult and regret his prior

behavior. When the now-adult child is unconscious of the difference

between the inner image and the outer reality, they still respond to “Dad” as

though he is the internalized “Dad”—perhaps with defensiveness, resent-

ment, or a need to please and seek validation. This extends to people who

remind the child ofthat internalized “Dad”—spouse, bosses, teachers.

To say that “Dad” does not exist in any meaningful way except as a pro-

jection of the child’s internalized image—that would be psychologizing.

That would let us offthe hook ofbeing in relationship to the living people

who are our parents, andwewould losemuch.

Yet we would lose much by neglecting those internalized images as well.

Until we begin to work on our relationships with our caregivers, we do not

recognize that those images are separate from the actual people, nor do we

see how our reactivity co-creates the relationships we do not like. There is

no capacity for distance and self-observation.

This extends to magical and spirit work. Some believe that all spirit con-

tact is simply a psychological function, there are no entities “out there.”

Noncorporeal beings may interact with us through forms that seem to re-

semble internalized psychic images, triggering automatic responses and

associations. Work on personal psychology helps us to be more flexible and

resilient in our relationships and spiritual work, better able to contain that

reactivity based in the past and attend to what is happening in the present

moment. Internal blocks shape how we experience and interact with the

world, and thus shape the world.

Work on the Self is a means to being ofbetter service to the gods, com-

munity, and the Earth. Living a life of integrity and alignment with deep

values also means experiencing a life ofrisk and challenge. Service, too, is

joyful but demanding. Old wounds, unexpressed desires, denied

dreams—unattended, they are like emotional landmines that get activated

byunexpectedwords or circumstances and throwus off-center.

We all have our portion ofemotional landmines, and the overculture tells

us to “be strong,” “keep it together,” to ignore our vulnerabilities and plow

Anthony Rella
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heroically forward. Denying these weaknesses adds to the stress, and then

we turn more andmore toward numbing activities or lapses ofintegrity be-

cause “I deserve it for working so hard,” and our pentacles slowly warp

without our noticing.

Too often wounding leads to more wounding. Either we hurt others for

triggering our emotional landmines, or we hurt ourselves to control scarier

pain. Perhaps we are harmed by someone else’s pride, power, passion, or

sexual desire, or we are subsumed by another person’s egotistical needs. We

maydeny these qualities in ourselves and judge others for expressing them.

We are riddled with conflicting messages about how to carry ourselves

and warned about the qualities associated with the Iron Pentacle. We are

supposed to be sexually desirable without liking sex too much, living au-

thentic lives without making others uncomfortable, managing the stresses

in our lives in a way that serves others’ agendas for profit and productivity.

These messages simultaneously devalue and overvalue sex, pride, power,

passion, and self, fostering cultural complexes. Some teachers illustrate

these ambivalent complexes through the Rusted (deflated) and Gilded (in-

flated) Pentacles.7Working with Rusted and Gilded is not essential, but dis-

cussing them as absences is useful for connectingwith healthy Iron energy.

Bringing presence to our wounded parts generates healing. Rather than

acting out pain, the practice enables us to work with it in a newway. Hold-

ing the tension ofawareness and stuckness generates Pearl energy. All that

discomfort and darkness the ego wants to avoid or merge becomes, with

practice and presence, the raw material of Pearl. There is always a new

depth to plummet, another complex to unbind, newfrequencies ofIron and

Pearl to discover.

The Iron Pentacle helps us to be cleaner, sharper, and stronger tools in

the service of our higher calling. If you are called to serve the gods, how

much more effective will you be if your emotional and physical needs are

being consistentlymet, without needing to jump from crisis to crisis? Ifyou
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7. Rusted and Gilded pentacles originated from Faery initiate Steven Hewell. According to Sara
Amis, Victor Anderson did not like these Pentacles, and ultimately Hewell and his line discarded
their use. Others in Feri, Faery, andReclaiming traditions doworkwith them.
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are a vehicle for spirit communication, howmuch clearer a channel will you

be ifyou are mindful ofyour biases and harmful inner voices? Ifyou are an

activist for justice, howmuch longer could you fight ifyou are having satis-

fying relationships, great sex, andfeeding your soulwith art you love?

Reading this Book:

APrescriptive Practicewith Choice

I have been studying witchcraft since 2005, starting with Reclaiming

witchcraft, eventually moving into long-term study with T. Thorn Coyle

when she was teaching Anderson Feri and continuing when she separated

her teachings into Morningstar Mystery School. During this time, I also be-

came drawn to studyofthe Kemetic (ancient Egyptian) pantheon.

In my early days with Reclaiming, my teachers River Roberts and Jen-

nifer Byers mapped the Iron Pentacle points to theWestern elements—cor-

respondences that helped me to understand and work with the energies. It

is as though the Elemental, Iron, and Pearl Pentacles are different reson-

ances of the same core energies. Some compare this to the same notes

played an octave apart. The particular associations ofElements to points of-

fer deep teachings. Associating Water with Passion, for example, yields a

different experience ofthe point than the typical association with Fire.

These particular Elemental associations are not essential or universal,

and indeed some teachers evenmap points ofthe Pearl Pentacle to different

points ofIron than what is presented in this book. Rather than get caught

up onwho has the “correct” teachings, let us consider another possibility.

In his essay “The Real Story on the Chakras,” writer and yogi Hareesh, or

ChristopherWallis, interrogates the Western understanding ofthe chakras

as a coherent system of seven energy centers that have consistent associ-

ations.8 He notes that there are many variations ofchakra systems, ranging

from five to more than twenty-eight, all depending upon the specific prac-
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8. ChristopherWillis, “The Real Storyofthe Chakras,”TantricStudies,
http://tantrikstudies.squarespace.com/blog/2016/2/5/the-real-story-on-the-chakras.
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tice being enacted. He suggests that none ofthe chakra systems are more

“right” than the others, but that they were created to enact specific changes

in human energy bodies. He describes the chakra systems as prescriptive

rather than descriptive—that is, one is “prescribed” a particular chakra prac-

tice to bring about a specific, intended change.

Hareesh suggests that in a sense we “implant” our energy bodies with

these chakras, as opposed to discovering chakras that are already there in

each human. This suggests that our subtle bodies are fluid and responsive

enough that theywould produce appropriate imagery and energy pathways

basedon the systemwe implant.

To explore this idea within the framework of the Triple Soul: Sticky

One—the animal part ofour soul—is playful, imaginative, emotional, and

loves working with symbols. When we give it the idea ofan energy center

known as the “heart chakra,” the animal part responds by creating a func-

tioning symbolic interface. Perhaps it’s an image ofa bright green heart, or

of a vibrant wheel, something that intuitively makes sense to this part.

What might have otherwise been inchoate energies now have a specific

form and function. Shining Body—the human or rational part of our

soul—intellectually conceptualizes and understands the symbolic language,

and is thus able to better communicate with Sticky One. God Soul, Sacred

Dove, or Sacred Falcon—the divine part ofour soul—too utilizes this sym-

bolic language and energetic experience for communication. Thus we cre-

ate an internal and communal frame to work with those energetic qualities,

such as love, relationship, balance, the color green, and social identity.9 In-

fusing the heart chakra with the Air element engenders a particular ener-

getic expression ofthe chakra, a specific change in personality, but not an

essential one. We could try putting Fire or Earth energy in the heart chakra

to see whatwouldhappen.
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Hareesh’s article criticizes Judith’s approach as one ofthe “descriptivist” texts counter to his un-
derstandingofthe intent ofthe chakras.
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The qualities ofthe Pentacles may be similar, not intrinsically attached to

our bodyparts or the elements. Wemight not have a latent “Pentacle” inside

ofus, but rather working this energy establishes and reifies the coherent in-

ternal system that, as a result, changes the Self. The tool brings these ener-

gies into a new pattern, burns away blockages, balances them, and focuses

them into a clarity and purpose that would not have existed otherwise.

Hence the need to run this energy regularly to maintain it, and the need to

work on each point tomake space for its healthyfunctioning.

In this book, there are several prescriptive approaches utilized that are

not universally practiced by people who work with the Pentacles. These in-

clude elemental associations, Kemetic associations, and the connecting

junctures between points. Each chapter is organized around a particular set

of associations. First, I focus on the Iron point with an elemental associ-

ation and its relationship with the other Iron points. Then I explore the

Pearl resonance.

All ofthese workings are framed by the stories and energetic supports of

certain Kemetic gods that came forward during the writing for this pur-

pose. When I came upon the creation story of Atum, retold above, I

marveled at its similarities to the Feri story ofthe Star goddess making love

to hirselfand birthing the cosmos with desire. In my relationships with Ke-

metic deities, I experience them to be interested and supportive of this

work, and I offer these associations to help frame and deepen your work

with the Pentacles. Youmight be unwilling or unable to work with Kemetic

imageryanddeities. That is fine. It is not necessary.

A prescriptive practice ofthis sort creates a specific kind ofoutcome: For

example, a person whose personality has a more watery sense ofPassion,

for example. Youmay find, after trying out the associations I offer, that you

wish to try different associations. Ultimately, each of us runs our own

unique Iron Pentacle, and the work that comes through us as a result will be

distinct.

Anthony Rella
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To begin, here is a practice for running the Pentacles:10

To run the Iron Pentacle, stand or lay down with your limbs spread out like a five-

pointed star. Ifyour body cannot do this easily or comfortably, find a posture that for

you approximates the star. With a breath, imagine sending a root down into the

earth, winding down until it connects with the molten core. Breathe, imagining you

can pull hot red Iron energy up through your root, gathering it in the cauldron ofyour

center, between yournavel and pelvis.

When your center is full, breathe that Iron energy up into your head. Let it fill your

head, noticing how this energy inhabits this point. Call out, “Sex. Sex. Sex.”Breathe

the energy down your neck, down the right side ofyour torso, through your right leg

until it fills your right foot. Notice how the energy inhabits your foot. Call out, “Pride.

Pride. Pride.”

Breathe the energy back up your leg, across your sex, up through the left side ofyour

torso, through your left arm, into your left hand. Notice how the energy inhabits your

hand. Call out, “Self. Self. Self.” Breathe the energy across your arm, through your

heart and lungs, into your right hand. Notice how the energy inhabits your hand.

Call out, “Power. Power. Power.”

Breathe the energy through your rightarm, down your torso into your left leg, down

your leg, gathering in your leftfoot. Notice how the energy inhabits yourfoot. Call out,

“Passion. Passion. Passion.”Breathe the energy back up the left side ofyour body, up

through yourneck, back into yourhead. “Sex.”

Move the energy through this star pattern at least three times. “Sex. Pride. Self.

Power. Passion. Sex.”Back in Sex, imagine that God Hirselfdraws the circle ofIron

energy from Sex to Selfto Passion to Pride to Power and back to Sex. Follow the en-

ergy through this circle pattern at least three times. “Sex. Self. Passion. Pride. Power.

Sex.”

Ifyou are new to the Iron Pentacle, work with this energetic practice daily while you

work through this book. Let Iron melt down impediments while you work to integrate

the energies into your life.
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Meredith andParma’sMagicofthe Iron PentacleandCoyle’sEvolutionaryWitchcraft.
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After you have some practice running the Iron Pentacle, you can try letting the ener-

gies resonate up to the Pearl Pentacle. After running the star and circle energy, ima-

gine the energy moving faster, brighter, and hotter between the points, until it moves

so fastthatyou cannotkeep up.

Now imagine beautiful, soothing, pearlescent energy enfolding each Iron point and

the connecting lines between. Call out the name of the Pearl points: “Love. Law.

Knowledge. Liberty. Wisdom.”Notice where the Pearl energy feels in relationship to

your body and the Iron Pentacle. When you’ve run Pearl three times and return to

Love, let God Hirselfdraw the circle again three times. “Love. Knowledge. Wisdom.

Law. Liberty.”

Blessedbe the Iron andPearl Pentacles.

Anthony Rella
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